Query-expansion via pseudo-relevance feedback is a popular method of overcoming the problem of vocabulary mismatch and of increasing average retrieval e ectiveness. In this paper, we develop a new method that estimates a query-topic model from a set of pseudorelevant documents using a new language modelling framework.
INTRODUCTION
Query expansion is an e ective technique for overcoming the problem of vocabulary mismatch. In pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF), expansion terms are selected from a set F of top ranked documents from an initial retrieval run using a term-selection algorithm and are added to the initial query in an attempt to improve retrieval. Query expansion via this method has been shown to improve average retrieval e ectiveness [15] . The approach can also be used to suggest possible expansion terms to users, or to build topical models at run-time, where a few initial words provide a seed for the topic. In this paper we focus on the problem of estimating effective query-topic models via PRF in a new language modelling framework and provide a number of interesting theoretical insights.
The relevance modelling (RM) approach [14] has been shown to be an e ective method for PRF. This approach builds a relevance model θ R from the top |F | documents of an initial retrieval. E ectively the approach scores a term t as follows:
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ICTIR ' where θ d is the smoothed document model and p(q| θ d ) is the query likelihood score (document score) 1 . The top-k terms are selected from this relevance model and are linearly interpolated with the original query. One weakness with this formulation is that each document model θ d includes a background model, and so noisy terms are generated by the relevance model θ R . The general motivation for incorporating a background model is to explain non-topical aspects of documents (e.g. common words and noise), while topical aspects are explained by the unsmoothed document model. We argue that using a model which generates general background terms (noise) during feedback is theoretically anomalous and operationally non-optimal. Consequently, in this paper we take a di erent approach to selecting expansion terms by rstly estimating the likelihood that a candidate term was drawn from the topical part of each of the feedback documents, and subsequently estimating a query-topic model (QTM) by estimating the probability that the term is topically related to the query. We show that this new approach outperforms the original relevance modelling approach to query expansion and also adheres to a number of recently proposed constraints [6] regarding the term-selection function for PRF. Furthermore, we adopt a recently developed document language model [8] that assumes that documents are generated from a mixture of multivariate Pólya distributions (aka. the Dirichlet-compound-multinomial). We show that this document model is more e ective in the feedback step than using the multinomial language model with a Dirichlet prior. The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
• We develop a new query-topic model (QTM) useful for query expansion via PRF. • We use the QTM with a recently developed document language model and show that it adheres to a number of recently developed PRF constraints. • We show that the new method outperforms existing stateof-the-art PRF techniques on a number of TREC collections.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 outlines related work in the area of PRF. Section 3 brie y introduces a recent document language modelling approach before developing a new method of estimating query-topic models for use with the aforementioned document model. Section 4 presents an analysis of the new feedback model. Section 5 describes the experimental setup and the results of those experiments. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a discussion.
RELATED WORK
Automatic query expansion via PRF has been proposed in information retrieval since the early 1970's and there exists extensive reviews [2, 4] and research [3, 7, 11-14, 18, 22, 23] in the area. In the language modelling framework, there has been a number of initial approaches to building query models. The idea of a query model was introduced by Zhai et al. [23] and the simple mixture model (SMM) approach to feedback was developed. The SMM approach aims to extract the topical aspects of the top |F | documents assuming that the same multinomial mixture has generated each document in F . By xing the initial mixture parameter (λ smm ), the topical aspects of the top |F | documents can be estimated using Expectation-Maximisation (EM). Regularised mixture models [20] have been developed that aim to eliminate some of the free parameters in the SMM. However, this approach has been shown to be inferior to the SMM [15] .
Lavrenko et al. [14] developed the idea of building generative relevance models (RM) and this idea was extended to pseudo-relevant documents. It was shown that when these relevance models were interpolated with the initial query model (an approach called RM3 [1, 15] ), they were highly e ective for query expansion. As per Eq. 1, the RM1 approach linearly combines the smoothed document models of the top |F | documents. Essentially, the model assumes that short queries and long documents are generated by the same relevance model, and as a result the traditional relevance model also generates noisy non-topical background words. Consequently, empirical studies suggest [15] that di erent document representations are needed for the feedback step. They have shown that optimal performance with the RM3 method is achieved when the document model θ d in Eq. 1 remains unsmoothed during feedback. Essentially p(t | θ d ) is estimated using the maximum likelihood of a term occurring in a feedback document. 2 Although using an unsmoothed document model in the feedback step is the optimal setting (as is con rmed by our experiments in Section 5), the theoretical anomaly remains (i.e. why are di erent document representations needed for retrieval and feedback?). The optimal RM3 approach is known to select common terms (possibly stopwords) and include them in the expanded query. We argue that this is because there is a modelling problem when using the RM approach with query-likelihood for short queries.
A pseudo-relevance based retrieval model using the Dirichlet compound multinomial (DCM) [21] (aka. multivariate Pólya distribution) was reported as outperforming the simple mixture model (SMM). However, in that work the initial document retrieval functions varied and the stronger RM3 baseline was not used. We implement and report a similar term-selection scheme using a single Dirichlet-compound-multinomial (PDCM) as a generative model for the top |F | documents as a baseline.
As advances in document modelling are likely to yield improvements for principled PRF approaches, we also adopt a recently developed document language model based on the multivariate Pólya distribution [8] . A detailed comparative study [15] into PRF approaches reports that both RM3 and SMM achieve comparable performance but that RM3 has more stable parameter settings (i.e. performing consistently well when the background mass is zero). More recently, positional pseudo-relevance (PRM) models [16] have also been developed which incorporate the proximity of candidate expansion terms to query terms in the feedback documents. We include a positional relevance model baseline (PRM2) in our experiments as a state-of-the-art relevance model that uses term proximity information in the set of feedback documents.
Others [5, 6, 10, 11] have studied desirable properties of e ective term-selection scheme in PRF. Some of the useful e ects outlined by Clinchant [6] are inherited from studies of constraints for document retrieval [9] , while others [5] are explicitly developed for ranking terms for PRF. We perform an analysis of the pseudo-relevance approach developed in this work using the ve constraints outlined in [6] (TF, Concavity, IDF, DF, and Document length (DL) e ects) and the one non-redundant constraint [5] (the document score (DS) e ect).
The TF e ect captures the intuition that terms that occur more frequently in the documents in the feedback set are better candidate expansion terms and should receive a higher weight. While the Concavity e ect ensures that this increase in weight should decay at higher term-frequencies in these documents. The IDF e ect captures the intuition that rarer terms should be promoted if all else is equal. The DF e ect states that a term that appears in a greater number of pseudo-relevant documents should receive a higher weight compared to terms occurring in less pseudo-relevant documents (given that the total occurrences of the term in the set of pseudorelevant documents are equal and all else is equal). Interestingly, if the within document term-frequency aspect of the term-selection scheme is concave, the DF e ect is usually present [5] . The DL e ect penalises terms that appear in longer documents in the set F . Finally, the DS e ect [5] captures the intuition that terms occurrences in high scoring pseudo-relevant documents should receive a higher selection weight than term occurrences in lower scoring pseudo-relevant documents.
DOCUMENT AND QUERY MODELLING
Before developing the new query-topic modelling approach, we brie y review a recently developed language model that we intend to use for modelling the documents in the feedback set F .
Smoothed Pólya Urn Document Model
Recently [8] it has been shown that modelling each document as a mixture of multivariate Pólya distributions improves the e ectiveness of ad hoc retrieval. The model is known to capture word burstiness by modelling the dependencies between recurrences of the same word-type. Furthermore, the model ensures that each document adheres to both the scope and verbosity hypothesis [19] . Each document is modelled as follows:
where α d , α dτ , and α c are the smoothed document model, unsmoothed document model 3 , and background model respectively.
The hyper-parameter ω controls the smoothing and is stable at ω = 0.8. Each of these models are multivariate Pólya distributions with parameters estimated as follows:
where m d is the number of word-types (distinct terms) in d, c (t,d ) is the count of term t in document d, |d | is the number of word tokens in d, d f t is the document frequency of term t in the collection C, and m c is a background mass parameter that can be estimated via numerical methods (see [8] for details). The scale parameters m d and m c can be interpreted as beliefs in the parameters c (t,d )/|d | and d f t / t d f t respectively.
The query-likelihood approach to ranking documents can be used with these document models whereby one estimates the probability that the query is generated from the expected value drawn from each document model (i.e. E[ α d ] is a multinomial). 4 In this approach to retrieval, queries are generated by the expected multinomial as they are typically short and do not tend to exhibit word burstiness. In line with the original work [8] , we refer to this document language model as the SPUD language model.
Query-Topic Models (QTM) Figure 1: Query-Topic Model
In the original relevance model approach to expansion, candidate feedback terms are ranked according to the likelihood of the terms in the relevance model, where the relevance model is estimated as per Eq. 1. However, this model assumes that all the terms in the document are generated by the relevance model. We assume that documents are generated by both a topical model and a background model ( Fig. 1) , where we rst need to estimate the probability that the term seen in a document is topical (i.e. p( α dτ |t )). Subsequently, given a set of feedback documents F , we rank terms as follows:
which determines the probability that t was generated by the querytopic model (i.e. θ Q ) by using the probability that t is a topical term in d (i.e. p( α dτ |t )) and the probability that d is topically related to q (i.e. p(q| α d )). While this looks somewhat similar to the relevance model approach (RM) [14] as it uses the query-likelihood document score p(q| α d ), it di ers in that it uses p( α dτ |t ) instead of p(t | α d ). The Bayesian inversion ranks terms by the likelihood of the term being generated by the topical part of the document, and then aggregates these probabilities over the top |F | pseudo-relevant documents. Subsequently, the resulting probability p( θ Q |t ) will be close to 1.0 when the term is likely be part of the query-topic model, and will be low when the term is unlikely to be part of the query-topic model. By assuming a uniform prior over the terms, the parameters of the query-topic model θ Q can be found by normalising over the number of feedback terms chosen as follows:
As mentioned previously, one of the most prominent approaches to PRF (RM3) interpolates the pseudo-relevance model with the original query q. We follow this practise and smooth the query-topic model with the original query model ( θ q ) as follows:
where the parameter π determines how much mass to assign to the query-topic model as compared to the original query model. This interpolation is used in many language modelling approaches to feedback (e.g. RM3 [15] is recovered by substituting Eq. 1 for p(t | θ Q ) above) and has been shown to be stable at π ≈ 0.5. Furthermore, the original query distribution is consistent with the model just presented. The terms in short queries are assumed to have been drawn directly from the query-topic model and are therefore deemed topical with a probability of 1.0 which are subsequently normalised to form p(t | θ q ) 5 . Thus far we have outlined a general method to estimate the QTM and therefore any plausible document language modelling approach can be used with it. While we have used the notation α to denote the multivariate Pólya, the document models can be replaced with the original multinomial (denoted θ ) with Dirichlet priors. In fact, we will show the results of doing so in Section 5.
QTM Using SPUD
We now outline a speci c instantiation of the QTM using the SPUD document model outlined in Section 3.1. Given the SPUD language model (Eq. 2) and its parameters estimates (Eq. 3), the probability that the term t was generated from the topical model α dτ of a document can be calculated via Bayes' theorem (assuming an equal prior on both models) as follows:
where α dτ t and α c t are the parameters of t for the documenttopicality model and background model respectively. A relatively simple intuition for this formula is that topical terms are those that are more likely generated from the topical part of a document than those that are generated by the background model. Interestingly, when plugging in the exact parameters for term t, the expression can be re-written in the following form:
where one can notice a concave term-frequency factor not dissimilar to the BM25 term-frequency factor (i.e.
). It should also be remarked that the formula promotes terms that are rarer in the collection and inherits verbosity normalisation from the SPUD model as |d |/m d is the average term-frequency in the document. We will analyse QTM spud more formally in the next section. For completeness, using the multinomial model with Dirichlet-priors in this feedback step leads to QTM dir as p( θ dτ |t ) =
where p(t |θ c ) is the maximum likelihood of seeing t in the collection c.
ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct two analyses (a constraint analysis and a qualitative analysis) of the term selection method brought about by the QTM approach outlined in the previous section. For the constraint analysis, we limit ourselves to analysing ve term-selection schemes; namely PDCM, SMM, RM3, QTM dir , and QTM spud . The PDCM approach assumes that the top |F | documents returned for a query have been generated by a single DCM and estimates the parameters given the documents in F . Terms are then ranked according to their parameter value. SMM [23] , RM3, and QTM have already been discussed and in fact, RM3 and SSM [6] have previously been analysed with regard to most of these constrains. The RM3 and both QTM approaches adhere to the DS constraint as they use the query-likelihood score to promote terms that appear in documents that are more likely to be relevant (i.e. are highly scored). Neither SMM nor PDCM use the document score in their term selection scheme as they assume that all documents in F are equally relevant 6 . For the analysis of the remaining constraints, for simplicity we assume that documents in F have received the same document score (are all equally relevant).
Constraint Analysis
All methods have a term-frequency aspect (TF) but this termfrequency aspect is not concave in the case of RM3 (i.e. the maximum likelihood c (t,d )/|d | is a linear function). 7 Furthermore, previous research [6] points out that SSM does not su ciently meet the Concavity constraint. However, Eq. 8 shows that both QTM approaches adhere to the Concavity constraint.
Only PDCM and RM3 do not adhere to the IDF constraint. This is because PDCM uses no background information, and in fact, RM3 promotes terms that occur more frequently in the background collection when smoothing is employed in the feedback step (when smoothing is not used in the feedback step, then no background information is available and the IDF e ect cannot exist). This has also been noted in recent research [11] .
PDCM, RM3, and QTM spud penalise the weight contribution from terms in longer documents and so DL is satis ed. The only exceptions are SSM and QTM dir . For QTM dir this is because the document length is absent in p( θ dτ |t ) (i.e. no verbosity normalisation is present).
Finally the DF constraint ensures that we should promote terms that appear in more pseudo-relevant documents when all else is equal (i.e. if the total occurrences of terms in F , the document lengths, and the document scores are all equal). Adherence to this constraint follows when the Concavity constraint is satis ed [5] and the aggregation function is a summation. 8 Table 2 shows the top 20 terms selected from four PRF approaches. QTM dir (not shown) returns term very similar to those returned by QTM spud . The score for each of the terms is in its unnormalised form. We see that the two methods that do not adhere to the IDF constraint (PDCM and RM3) tend to select high frequency words (e.g. said, from) in the top |F | documents without regard to their distribution in the entire collection. Although these frequent terms might not be highly detrimental when added to the initial query, it suggests that more expansion terms may be needed in order to achieve optimal performance. From a qualitative perspective, the QTM approach appears to promote expansion terms that are more semantically coherent when compared to PDCM and RM3. This would be of use in applications where one wished to generate topical models given a few initial terms. Furthermore, we can see that the score of the QTM spud approach has an intuitive interpretation as the probability that the term belongs to the query-topic model. All of the terms in red are those that are more likely to have been generated by the background model according to QTM spud . 9 
Qualitative analysis

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our experiments have a number of aims. Firstly, we aim to determine the e ectiveness of the new QTM model for query expansion when compared with a number of baseline approaches. Secondly, we wish to determine if QTM is empirically consistent with its theoretical derivation. To this end, we aim to show that during feedback the smoothed document models are e ective and stable when using a similar parameter to that used during the initial retrieval step. We also aim to validate our choice of document model (multinomial vs multivariate Pólya) in the feedback step. Finally, we aim to perform a study of the performance of the approaches when varying the number of expansion terms used in two di erent settings.
We used a number of standard TREC 10 collections (robust-04, wt2g, wt10g, gov2, and ohsumed). Stemming and stopword removal 8 Space restricts the complete mathematical formalisms from being presented in this work. 9 It would be interesting future work to investigate only selecting terms above a certain threshold (e.g. those terms that are more likely than not to be topical i.e. p ( θ Q |t ) > 0.5). 10 http://trec.nist.gov/ Table 2 : Top 15 expansion words and their unnormalised term-selection value according to four PRF approaches. In all approaches the initial retrieval method is the SPUD language model with ω = 0.8 and the set of pseudo relevant documents |F | = 10. Terms in red are those that receive a score of less than 0.5 according to the QTM spud model, while terms in blue do not occur as top 15 expansion words for the other approaches. (a small list of less than 30 words) was performed. The title elds of the associated topics are used as queries. As a rst baseline, we use the language model with Dirichlet priors which was tuned for each collection (Dirμ ) and use the RM3 approach with µ = 0 during the feedback step. This is currently a strong operational baseline. As a stronger set of baselines we use the SPUD ω=0.8 approach for retrieval with feedback approaches of PDCM, the simple mixture model (SMM), and the relevance model (RM3). Finally, we used a reportedly stronger positional relevance model baseline (PRM2) [17] that uses proximity information in the feedback documents where we set the proximity parameter to its suggested value σ = 200 [17] . In all experiments document retrieval is performed using the same function for both the original query and the expanded query.
To ensure a fair comparison, terms are ranked according to the selection function for each approach, are then normalised to sum to 1.0, and interpolated with the original query using π in Eq. 6. We tuned the three parameters π ∈ {0.0, 0.1, .., 0.9, 1.0}, |F | ∈ {5, 10, .., 45, 50}, and the number of feedback terms |T | ∈ {5, 10, ..., 45, 50} using two-fold cross-validation 11 on each test collection. All approaches were implemented in Lucene and the code needed to replicate all of the results in this paper is available for download. 12 
Results
Smoothing Parameter During
Feedback. Fig. 2 shows the e ectiveness of three PRF approaches (SSM, RM3, and QTM spud ) as the background mass changes on three TREC collections (PDCM does not use a background model) during feedback. The same retrieval method (SPUD) was used in this experiment. The SMM 11 using even and odd numbered topics as our two folds. 12 https://github.com/anonymous/query-topic-model approach is relatively stable on these test collections at λ smm = 0.2. We can see that the RM3 approach is most e ective when using no smoothing (ω = 0.0). This is consistent with previous research using the multinomial with Dirichlet priors [15] and con rms that di erent document representations are needed for initial retrieval and feedback when using RM3. The QTM spud approach is most e ective using the same background mass parameter that is used in the initial retrieval (i.e. ω = 0.8). This result con rms that the background language model has useful information for term-selection. This also suggests that the QTM model is theoretically more consistent than RM3 as the same document representation is appropriate for initial retrieval and feedback. The remaining collections (ohsumed and gov2, not included in Fig. 2 due to space restrictions) show the same trend. Table 3 shows the e ectiveness (MAP and NDCG@10) of the QTM model compared to the baselines on ve test collections. The QTM spud approach signi cantly outperforms the tuned RM3 approach on a number of collections. It is surprising that QTM spud is competitive with the positional relevance model (PRM2) which uses proximity information. Furthermore, the QTM spud approach outperforms the QTM dir approach con rming that the Pólya document models are also better than the multinomial document models for feedback. This also suggests that the DL constraint is advantageous as it is the main di erence between these methods. The improvements of QTM spud over QTM dir are consistent but small in magnitude. For the remainder of the paper, we focus on SSM, RM3 and the QTM PRF methods.
E ectiveness Comparison.
Number of Expansion
Terms. Fig. 3 shows the performance of three approaches when the number of expansion terms vary. SMM is the worst approach and QTM spud outperforms RM3. These di erences tend to be less pronounced as more terms are added.
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We hypothesise that this is because as the number of expansion terms increase, the same terms tend to get added to the initial query. However, QTM spud retains its performance advantage when adding fewer expansion terms. In fact, during cross-validation we found that the optimal number of expansion terms for QTM is lower than for any of the other expansion methods studied here.
Removing Original ery
Terms. Finally, we conducted an experiment of the PRF methods when varying the number of feedback terms while removing terms that occurred in the original query. For this experiment the original query terms were removed from the expanded query and the expanded query was renormalised. The results are outlined in Fig. 4 and show that the QTM spud approach creates queries that substantially outperform all other Figure 4 : Retrieval e ectiveness as number of expansion terms (removing original query terms) increase for three PRF approaches (SMM λ=0.2 , RM3 ω=0 , and QTM spud ) on three collections (robust-04, wt10g, and gov2 from left to right) for |F | = 10.
approaches for various lengths. This experiment yields valuable insights as it directly measures the retrieval e ectiveness of only the feedback terms and their relative weightings.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The QTM approach developed in this work is similar in spirit to the simple mixture model (SMM) outlined in the original work of Zhai and La erty [23] . However, there is no closed-form solution for the SMM approach and there is a free-parameter for which there is no obvious way of determining a suitable value (aside from tuning it empirically). While RM3 has stable performance, it is when di erent document representations are used for feedback (i.e. no background mass). Conversely for the QTM approach, we have shown that the same hyper-parameter values used to smooth documents for retrieval (i.e. ω = 0.8 for SPUD), are close to optimal during the feedback process as shown in Fig. 2 . This, unlike RM3, gives theoretical consistency to our approach. QTM achieves good performance at |F | = 10, π = 0.5, and with 20 or so expansion terms.
A brief analysis of the QTM spud approach has shown that it adheres to a number of previously proposed properties describing e ective term-selection functions. It is interesting that these properties arise from modelling the PRF in a principled manner (without heuristically hand-crafting the function in any way). A qualitative analysis of the terms selected by the QTM spud indicates they are more topically coherent than those selected by RM3. This is because at its most optimal setting, RM3 selects the most frequent terms in the feedback documents without regard to their distribution in the collection. The QTM approach is competitive with several strong baselines, including a positional relevance model, when using the same retrieval method. It is also worth pointing out that the absolute MAP values reported on a number of standard TREC collections are very competitive and actually outperform many previous studies. Future work will look at developing better expansion models for use with verbose queries.
